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Build the course you want to teach.Well known for its flexibility, clarity of presentation, and graphic

excellence, Physical Geography: The Global Environment, Fourth Edition, provides a thorough,

scientifically authoritative, accessible, and geographic view into Earth's physical

systems.DISTINCTIVE FEATURESFlexible structure: Fifty short, self-contained units make the

material in the text easier for students to understand and provide instructors with maximum flexibility

in assigning readings, rearranging the order in which materials are taught, and customizing

content.Accessible presentation: Written by four scholars--each with decades of successful teaching

and writing experience--the book presents complex topics in clear, student-friendly

language.Affordable price: Oxford University Press USA, a department of the University of Oxford,

is a not-for-profit publisher devoted to furthering the university's objective of excellence in research,

scholarship, and education. Since accessible materials clearly support this mission, OUP USA uses

a combination of not-for-profit status and financial discipline to offer course materials that generally

cost students significantly less than those offered by commercial publishers.SUPPORT PACKAGE

(www.oup.com/us/deblij)Physical Geography, Fourth Edition, is supported by an extensive and

carefully produced supplements program, providing everything instructors need to prepare, present,

and assess progress in their course in one easy-to-use package. The package includes: Oxford

University Press Animation Series: The authors have worked with leading animators to produce

clear, dramatic, and illustrative animations and visualizations of some of the most important

concepts in physical geography.Digital Images and PowerPoint Presentations: All of the animations

from the Oxford University Press Animation Series, all of the images from the text, and several

animations and visualizations from other sources are available to instructors, pre-inserted into

PowerPoint. In addition, our ancillary author team has created lecture outlines, arranged by unit, in

PowerPoint.Test Questions and Testing Software: Written by experienced professors and

answerable directly from the text, these test questions provide instructors with a useful tool for

creating and administering tests.Animation and Visualization Exercises: Fun and interactive, these

computer-graded exercises allow students to explore physical geography through a series of

engaging, hands-on activities.Review Questions: Available for each unit of the book, these

computer-graded review questions can be assigned as homework--or used by students for

self-review.Lab Manual: Specifically designed to accompany the textbook, this affordable resource

includes twenty concise labs. (978-0-19-985962-7)Oxford Homework Online: Simple, intuitive, and

mobile, this online resource puts the entire teaching and learning package in one place.* With

assignment and assessment results flowing into a straightforward, interactive gradebook, the



nationally hosted online learning course gives instructors a clear view into students' progress. And

the system works on every major platform and device--including mobile devices!

(www.oup.com/us/deblij)* Website does not include the Lab Manual.
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Typical, run of the mill geography textbook here. Very few visuals and long, drawn-out text. Don't

get me wrong, there is a ton of good information in this book, however the chapters are long,

text-intensive and really dry. Not the best geography book I have had to use, but far from the worst.

This book is a great start for beginners in physical geography. I got it for my introductory Geography

class for non-majors. It's very straightforward for someone not majoring in the sciences. It bolds

certain vocabulary words to help you out. There is also an index of vocabulary words in the back.

The one thing I don't understand is why it is so expensive, but that could just be me.

It's a very new textbook off of . It came like it said it would and I have no complaints about the

quality. You get what you pay for.

Great rental price and fast shipping. Rental option is great for students who only need the book for

one semester
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